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Unprecedented

Seeking safe harbour from Multi-headed
Monsters in The Perfect Storm

is the word used a lot these days mainly
referring to events directly related to Covid
and the economic challenges.

CASH 
MANAGEMENT 
IN 2021



Striving for 2.5% overdues or less and
ensuring this is company culture from now
on.
Understanding the warnings and real time
intelligence being received daily from Credit
analysts, collection teams and cash
allocation.
Upskill the O2C teams via training,
mentoring and consulting – the cost of
experienced collection managers (such as
those at Callisto Grand will be far offset by
reduced bad debts).
Implement technology to handle the O2C
big data.
Analyze and manage disputes and respond
in real time not in the same old ways.
Employ expert 3rd party debt collection
companies.
Short term budget reductions related to
talent and technology will rebound by
enduring unnecessary bad debts

The other hydra heads of waiting for vaccine
roll outs, political uncertainties, inexperienced
credit and collection teams and a lack of
technology investments are all pounding the
waves and it is time to head for safe harbour.
 
Safety in terms of Trade Receivables, Cash Flow,
Working Capital is achieved through brave
decision making.

 
                                                    is the word
used a lot these days mainly referring to
events directly related to Covid and the
economic challenges.

However, let us accept the recession of
2020 was going to happen anyway - not
unprecedented as they occur every 10 to
12 years.

2008 anyone? Experts far more
experienced and knowledgeable than me
in these matters were predicting this for
two or more years, way before any of us
had heard of Covid.

What is unprecedented is the multi-
headed monster lurking in the seas
waiting to overturn the good ship Credit
and Collections. Each head ready to
pounce and attack your cash in areas
that are unprepared, downplayed or
worst, not aware of.

Seeking
safe harbour

Unprecedented 

from Multi-headed Monsters in The Perfect Storm
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The number of distressed businesses
and individuals will only increase as
government support, furlough schemes       
and morally driven collection procedures
come to an end. 
High profile bank interest may well
remain as they are or decrease but we
will all pay financially for the events of
2020 and 2021. Anticipate rises in fuel,
cigarettes and alcohol duties coupled
with increases in VAT, corporation taxes
and health insurance costs – and many
more small increases. Many of these
increases will impact businesses large
and small.
The real impacts of Brexit – increased red
tape, reduced markets, logistical costs,
lost business, damaged goods and late
deliveries are now starting to be revealed
and understood.
Invoice clearance model requirements.
High percentage overdues remaining
from 2020.

Currently, navigators are reporting rough
seas but we at Callisto Grand urge to
prepare for simultaneous disruptions.

www.creditcee.eu

https://www.creditcee.eu/


“I am the master of my fate. I am the captain of my soul.”
Invictus, by William Ernest Henley

Looking back, I realize my entire working life has influenced the learning of my craft in credit management.

Leaving school at 16, in 1979 it all started as a cashier at Midland Bank.  After leaving the bank in 1983 and soon after discovering Credit
Control my career has spanned the Electronics, Freight, Engineering, FMCG, Automotive, Aerospace, Heavy Plant, Hotel and Catering,
Pharmaceutical and Debt Collection Agency sectors. 
Whilst every industry has its specialized products, services and terminologies the best practice in Credit Management   - and our job is
CREDIT MANAGEMENT not O2C, I2C, C2C, P2C OR Q2C – remain the same.

The exciting part of the job was always developing new skills and working with people – upskilling and mentoring my teams and colleagues
and building relationships with customers – often inheriting a weak or difficult position. Collections is the ultimate job because when
performed at its peak, there is a connection with every part of the end-to-end business cycle.

Almost from day one, I relished the results buzz, setting cash targets to reduce DSO and Overdues and making it happen 
either directly or with the teams. 
Numerous projects and transitions added extensive knowledge on O2C technology, Credit Insurance, Debt Collection and Reporting RFI’s, 
project management, implementation and talent development.

Callisto Grand is dedicated to sharing the passions, joys, exhilarations and achievements only Credit Management can deliver 
in the world of finance.
 
Yours in Credit
 
Mark Harrison
Founder and CEO Callisto Grand
February, 2021
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